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EDITORIAL
Halfway: caught between vaccines and third wave.
The need to recalibrate healthcare and communication.
The risk of a boomerang effect.
Francesco Bottaccioli - Director
The virus evolution has shown an extraordinary capacity of adapting with its new variants: the
British and the South African ones which were identified in December 20201, as well as the most
recent Brazilian variant. This scenario can lead to a new pandemic phase with more uncertainties
than those experienced during the first two waves which shattered 2020. The concern is high at
worldwide level. The worries concern the virus variants, the infection’s increased transmissibility,
the efficacy of vaccines which were produced based upon the initial outbreak of the virus. The
worry is that vaccines may fail or decline their declared efficacy. There are also difficulties in
terms of production and organization for a large- scale vaccine distribution in rapid times. The
most worrisome of them all is the scientific uncertainty about the durability of immunity provided
by the vaccine and its ability to really stop the spread of the infection.
All these uncertainties risk to produce a boomerang effect on the psychological resistance of
billions of people who lived through a time of monitored freedom and were then galvanized by
an intense propaganda presenting the vaccine as a quick and final solution. If this does not
happen, there is a high risk of a mass psychological destabilization with dangerous behavioural
consequences. That is why we believe it is necessary to recalibrate the communication and to
appoint vaccination to a long-term strategy that cannot be based only on the use of face-masks
and lockdowns.
While the world is on fire, China, this immense land where all began, is living since many months
a period of tranquillity and a strong economic recovery. The small outbreaks of infection are
handled with a prompt and apparently effective response. China is the only country registering a
growing GDP in 2020 and, thanks to a good management of the pandemic, it is set to overtake
the US economy years earlier than it was predicted2.
China beat USA and Europe 10 to 0 in the pandemic management.
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Should we investigate the reasons for this success?
“China has defeated the pandemic because it is a totalitarian State” is the most common
explanation given by those people who are prejudiced against China. In effect Chinese authorities
imposed a strict lockdown and implemented a capillary tracing with electric devices able to signal
in real time the risk of contagion. But is it only these measures that made the difference?
As far as we know, China is not the only totalitarian State in the world, there are many other
countries which are considered as such and they were hit by the pandemic as well. If we compare
figures, China came out of it much better. On 18th January 2021 Russia reported 3,5 million cases
and 65,000 deaths; Iran reported more than 1,300,000 cases and 57,000 deaths; Hungary
360,000 cases and 12,000 deaths. China 98,000 cases and 4,800 deaths.
Thus, beside a hard lockdown and highly effective measures of control and tracing there must be
something else explaining the Chinese difference. The extra gear used by the Chinese authorities
is integrating healthcare methods: combining scientific medicine (its life-saving medications and
technology) with psychological assistance, nutritional counselling and the ancient Chinese
medicine. In this issue we publish the description of an ancient herbal recipe which is widely used
in China for the prevention of Covid-19.
1. Kai Kupferschmidt (2021) Viral evolution may herald new pandemic phase, Science 08 Jan 2021: 371: 108-109 DOI:
10.1126/science.371.6525.108
2. Li Yuan (2021) In a Topsy-Turvy Pandemic World, China Offers Its Version of Freedom, The New York Times 4th January 2021

